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Press release
Vikan launches two new brushes for detail cleaning

Vikan, the global leader in hygienic cleaning tools and systems, added two new brushes to its
Detail Cleaning range today. With the new products, the range now includes seven brushes in
different shapes and sizes, all designed specifically for awkward cleaning tasks.
From gaps and crevices to complex machinery and pipework, certain cleaning tasks in food and
beverage production facilities require specialist equipment. Vikan’s Detail Cleaning range includes
seven brushes that make it easier for users to ensure regulatory compliance when cleaning
awkward spaces.
Today, Vikan introduced two new products to its Cleaning Detail range:
•

A narrow cleaning brush with long handle (420 mm, hard)
A versatile brush with a narrow head, long handle and hard, angled bristles – ideal for
range of cleaning tasks, including the insides of complex cramped machinery and deep
containers.

•

An ultra slim cleaning brush with long handle (600 mm, medium)
An ultra-slim brush with a scraping edge and extra-stiff end-bristles – ideal for tackling
stubborn debris in extremely tight spaces.

In line with Vikan’s sustainability strategy, the Ultra slim cleaning brush with long handle is made
from re-worked, food-contact-compliant plastic off-cuts from other Vikan products.
“At Vikan, we want to give our customers green alternatives whenever possible,” said Jette
Fruergaard, Vikan’s Hygiene Product Manager. “As our Detail Cleaning products are used in
contact with food, we can’t make them from recycled plastic originating from post-consumer
waste. However, the Ultra slim cleaning brush with long handle is made food contact compliant
polypropylene offcuts from other Vikan products – making it a greener choice.”
All brushes in Vikan’s Detail Cleaning range incorporate hygienic design, ergonomic handles and
colour coding for HACCP compliance. For more information, contact Vikan Customer Service at
export@vikan.com, call us on +45 96 14 26 10, or visit www.vikan.com.
About Vikan

Founded 120 years ago, Vikan is the world’s leading supplier of hygienic cleaning tools and
systems for the food and beverage industry and other hygiene-sensitive environments.
Headquartered in Copenhagen, Denmark, Vikan has amassed the industry’s largest and mostthorough bank of hygiene and regulatory insights. It draws on its 120 years of experience and
knowledge to develop the world’s most effective customer-focused professional cleaning tools
and advisory services.
Vikan provides its customers with professional tools, expert advice, functional design, superior
quality and a pioneering spirit.

